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Abstrakt

Hodnota informací o aktivitách uživatelů na internetu v poslední době stále roste a některé internetové stránky sbírají o uživatelích tolik informací, kolik je jen možné, často bez ohledu na soukromí uživatele. Tato práce analyzuje metody, kterými si mohou webové stránky pomocí standardních technologií označit či zapamatovat své návštěvníky a později je identifikovat. Pomocí referenční implementace ukazuje sílu těchto metod a zranitelnost běžných prohlížečů vůči nim.
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Abstract

The value of information about the user activity on the Internet is rising today and some websites collect as much information as it is possible, no matter of user’s privacy. This thesis analyzes various methods using standard technologies to mark or remember website visitors and recognize them later. It shows these methods’ power in a reference implementation, which is used to test common browsers’ vulnerability to these methods.
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On 10<sup>th</sup> December 1948, the General Assembly of the United Nations adopted and proclaimed the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, which in the 12<sup>th</sup> article states that *no one shall be subjected to arbitrary interference with his privacy, family, home or correspondence, nor to attacks upon his honour and reputation*. Everyone has the right to the protection of the law against such interference or attacks [1]. The document, including its 12<sup>th</sup> article, is reflected in the law of many countries around the world and in the Charter of Fundamental Rights and Freedoms, a part of the constitutional order of the Czech Republic, the right to privacy is reflected in the 7<sup>th</sup>, 10<sup>th</sup>, and 13<sup>th</sup> article.

The user’s privacy on the Internet can be threatened by websites using various tracking techniques. These techniques allow a website to mark or remember a user and recognize her in subsequent actions. No matter if the tracking is used within a single website or across more sites, both lead to a loss of privacy.

The cookie is the basic technique to track the user’s activity on the Internet. Its initial purpose was to enable websites to store user specific data, like a session identifier, on the client’s side, but it can be abused to store an identifier for tracking purposes.

Because the cookie became well known and could be easily detected or blocked, new ways to track the user were invented. When a website stores a user identifier somewhere else than in the browser cookie storage, it is called a “supercookie”. This technique usually abuses available browser features to store a persistent piece of information into user’s computer.

Another approach to user tracking is to retrieve information accessible to the website and use it to create a unique fingerprint of the user’s device. The fingerprint is then stored on the server and used to identify the user in the future.

No matter whether a website performs tracking using cookies, supercookies, or fingerprinting methods, it is an attack on user’s privacy. The thesis
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will describe tracking methods in detail, showing how they work on a reference implementation and assessing their potential by testing on common web browsers.

The thesis is organized as follows. After introducing the reader into the topic of the thesis, chapter 2 presents user tracking history and its common aspects. Chapter 3 presents an analysis of tracking techniques, divided into three sections – cookies, supercookies, and fingerprinting. Chapter 4 presents details about the implemented showcase of tracking mechanisms, including results of methods testing on common web browsers, while chapter 5 concludes the thesis.
Because the HTTP protocol is designed as a stateless protocol [2], there was no way to mark the user and track her activity in the beginning of the World Wide Web. The only option was to send a parameter – usually GET – between each web request. When the user closed her browser, everything got forgotten and her next visit of that page looked like she visited the page for the first time. The user privacy was protected but the websites possibilities were very limited and it was difficult to develop any richer application.

The change came back in 1994 when Lou Montulli presented an idea of storing website state in clients’ devices [3]. This concept is well known as “cookies”. Microsoft implemented it in Internet Explorer 2.0 [4] in November 1995 [5] and Netscape Navigator – the most used website browser at that time [6] – supported cookies from the first version [7]. The whole concept was described for the first time in RFC 2109 [8] in 1997.

Cookies are the basic concept for websites to store the user’s state – they are usually used to store a session identifier for the logged-in user but technically, they can be used to store any string value. For safety reasons, all data is usually stored on the server, while on the client side only a generated identifier [9] is saved, even if the user is not logged-in. Cookies are well known to common users, because many websites contain a disclaimer that they are using cookies and cookies are also especially mentioned in some browsers.

Caching of the static web content is also available from the beginnings of the World Wide Web. The browser stores the content returned from the server locally and the caching mechanism can be easily abused to store a unique identifier, as it is described in the section 3.2.1. The identifier can be stored simple in the cached content body or alternatively in cached content metadata. RFC 2068 [10] in 1997 defined the ETag header, which serves as a cached content version tag and can be abused for tracking [11] in a way described in the section 3.2.2.

As the demand of more interactive websites increased, a scripting language was created to manipulate the Document Object Model (DOM) [12] and to
Figure 2.1: Timeline of significant events regarding user tracking
make the website more interactive. In the beginning, each browser developed its own language, but in 1997 was created the first ECMA standard [13] and its implementation JavaScript, trying to unite web browser scripting languages. Nowadays most functionality works the same among the web browsers, though minor differences persist.

In 1996 the Macromedia Flash technology [14] was introduced. It was acquired by Adobe Systems Incorporated in 2005 and it is now known as Adobe Flash. It provides an option for websites to contain interactive multimedia content like animations, games, and videos – Flash was an important niche filler especially in the beginning of the World Wide Web. Nowadays Flash is usually talked about because of many security issues [15] and it also provides the storage which can be abused for tracking [16], as described in the section 3.2.5.

As the World Wide Web grew larger, new questions about privacy of the users raised. One of the first attempts to deal with tracking using cookies was the Platform for Privacy Preferences Project (P3P), which was presented for the first time in 2002 as the W3C P3P 1.0 Specification [17]. The idea was that websites should inform the browser about the purpose of their cookies and the browser should decide whether to allow the website to store the cookie or not. However, only Internet Explorer and Edge browsers now support it [18] and even Microsoft marked it as deprecated. The main reason for that probably is that many websites did not implement P3P right or did not implement it at all [19].

The European Union legislation contains cookies regulation [20]. The first attempt to regulate cookies was made in the Regulation (EC) No 45/2001 [21], followed by the Directive 2002/58/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 12 July 2002 [22], stating that if cookies are intended for a legitimate purpose, such as to facilitate the provision of information society services, their use should be allowed on condition that users are provided with clear and precise information in accordance with Directive 95/46/EC about the purposes of cookies or similar devices so as to ensure that users are made aware of information being placed on the terminal equipment they are using. Users should have the opportunity to refuse to have a cookie or similar device stored on their terminal equipment. This requires users be informed about using cookies on websites although it contains an exemption for common regular use. Analytics or advertisement usage is explicitly mentioned as not exempt [23].

As already stated, cookies usually contain just a simple string identifier and users never can be sure what is happening with collected data on the server site.

In 2007 a discussion [24] about a simple mechanism called Do Not Track (DNT) started. This mechanism was intended to enable users to set their preference and the browser to inform the website that the user does not want to be tracked by cookies or similar methods. Though there were more variants, it ended with a simple DNT header [25] in the HTTP request. If it is set to
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the value 1, the user prefers not to be tracked on the website. The final solution was presented by Mozilla in 2011 [26] and others followed soon. Nowadays, all modern browsers contain an option to control whether to send the DNT header or not, but it is usually turned off by default.

However, in 2012 Microsoft released Internet Explorer 10 which had the Do Not Track option enabled by default [27]. Therefore a common user, who does not ever heard about the DNT header, sent DNT:1 to all the servers she visited, just because she clicked on the express settings option when she launched the browser for the first time. This choice lead to protests of the advertisement companies [28] and since Microsoft did not change their policy, some web servers started to ignore this header [29]. Microsoft kept this setting as default in Internet Explorer 11, released in 2013, but in 2015 Microsoft finally changed their approach to Do Not Track [30] and DNT is not enabled by default in the express settings anymore.

In 2011 the Electronic Frontier Foundation (EFF) in their research project called Panopticlick [31] proved that there is another way to track users – more hidden and hard to detect or defend against – fingerprinting. It is possible, because modern web browsers provide many functions [32] revealing information about the user’s device. If they are combined together, the result can serve as a unique or almost unique user identifier – fingerprint. According to the Panopticlick research, fingerprints contain at least 18.1 bits of entropy and it is just an expected lower bound. In fact, the real entropy is probably higher because of additional information retrievable from the browser which was not included in their tests, for instance data obtained from ActiveX plugins or by CSS font detection [33].

The problem with user tracking by fingerprinting is that many attributes used for fingerprinting can change over time so when a user returns to the site, the former fingerprint does not need to match the stored one. The EFF group dealt with this problem in its research by simple algorithmic filtering of specific cases and using the sequence matcher from the Python Standard Library [34] for counting similarity of two strings. They checked their predictions by the user identifier stored in a common HTTP cookie and they figured out that the algorithm made a correct guess in 99.1% of cases [31].

There is initiative in the last years to solve the insecure HTTP connections made between the browser and the server. For that reason started the initiatives like Let’s Encrypt [35] to provide a valid certificate issued by a trustworthy certification authority [36] to most websites. The HTTPS connection, however, still can be attacked by the man-in-the-middle (MITM) attack [37]. The HTTP Strict Transport Security (HSTS) [38] was standardized in 2012 and its purpose was to solve the problem of the SSL Strip [39], a special kind of MITM attack. In 2015 was standardized an another mechanism called HTTP Public Key Pinning (HPKP) [40] to allow websites to pin their certificate in the browser and defend against rogue certificate authorities [41] and against vulnerabilities of certificate authorities [42] or DNS [43] providers. Although
they were designed to protect the users, both can be abused to track the user’s activity on the Internet [44]. How could it be done is described in sections 3.2.3 and 3.2.4.

The current tracking methods can be divided into the following three categories:

1. **Cookies (section 3.1)** Simple HTTP cookies as defined in RFC [45].

2. **Supercookies (section 3.2)** Methods used to store an identifier in the user’s device, other than the regular HTTP cookie.

3. **Fingerprinting (section 3.3)** Methods used to retrieve as much information from the device as possible to uniquely identify the same device later.

These categories will be used to structure the analysis part of the thesis.

A frequent reason to mark or remember a user is storing a web application’s state for the current user – usually called a session. In that case, an HTTP cookie is sufficient, because there is no expectation that the user would block or delete it. There also exists an alternative way – sending the session identifier as a GET/POST parameter in each request. There is no reason to use the advanced user tracking method like supercookies or fingerprinting for this purpose.

Advanced tracking methods are useful when a webpage needs to track activity of the user which is currently not logged in. Common cookies can still be used but when there is a need to have correct statistics without any interference from the plugins like AdBlock [46] or 3rd party software like antivirus or privacy suites, or to track the user inconspicuously, supercookies and fingerprinting can become useful.

It may look harmless when a company uses some advanced techniques to track the user’s activity on their own page – common use case is when user returns to a website of an e-shop and there pops up an advertisement with the product she has explored last time. The problem arises when many websites contain resources from the same URL, which means for instance advertisement services, share buttons, or analytics. Providers of these kinds of services can abuse [47, 48] the described methods to collect a substantial amount of information about specific user’s activity on the Internet.

We have summarized the history of the website user tracking from the World Wide Web beginnings up to the present day. There are three categories of tracking methods – cookies, supercookies, and fingerprinting. These methods will be analyzed in the next chapter.
As already mentioned, the current HTTP standard includes a mechanism to store a user’s session state on the user’s device – cookies [3.1]. Technically, the same mechanism can be used for user tracking but it has few disadvantages nowadays – the user can easily delete cookies in all modern browsers, they do not work in the anonymous web browsing mode of the browser, tracking is easily detectable by any visitor, various privacy or security tools block cookies, and they are also covered by the law.

The user can be tracked by more sophisticated, better working, worse detectable, and more covert methods which can be divided into two categories – supercookies [3.2] and fingerprinting [3.3]. The main difference between the two categories is that if the server uses supercookies, it tries to hide a generated identifier somewhere in the client’s device, while in case of fingerprinting the server tries to retrieve enough unique information from the client, saving it on the server side.

In this chapter we will present known methods from both categories, first the initial purpose and technology description, followed by abusing opportunities. We will examine strengths and weaknesses of the described methods.

### 3.1 Cookies

Cookies are the basic concept of storing website data in the user’s device. They are supported in all modern browsers and they are also well known to the users. The whole concept is called the HTTP State Management Mechanism in RFCs and it was described for the first time in RFC 2109 [8], published in 1997. The definition has been obsoleted in 2000 by RFC 2965 [49], which requires using quotes for the cookie values, presents new features like filtering

---

1 The anonymous browser mode is called the “private mode” or “incognito mode” in some web browsers.
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based on a request port, and contains new cookie attributes, like CommentURL or Discard.

RFC 2109 presented two new HTTP headers – Set-Cookie and Cookie. The first header is sent by the server to the client as a request to store a cookie locally at the client’s device, while the second one is used by the client to send the stored cookie back to the server along with an HTTP request. In order to avoid compatibility problems RFC 2965 presented new headers Set-Cookie2 and Cookie2. Using different header names was intended to make the client and the server sure that they both use the same version of the standard.

However, in 2011 was published RFC 6265 [45], which obsoletes RFC 2965 from 2000 and it is the current standard for the cookies implementation. It contains some changes in the cookie attributes and redefines how cookies should be accessible across subdomains of the same domain. The new definition uses the Set-Cookie and Cookie headers, the same ones as the obsolete RFC 2109. According to RFC 6265, if the server sends the Set-Cookie header, it should mean that it implements cookies the way described in RFC 6265. As opposite, if the server sends the Set-Cookie2 header, it should implement cookies as it is described in RFC 2965. However, there is no guarantee that the real web browsers and servers implement cookies mechanism the way stated in either RFC.

When a website uses the cookie to track a user, it just generates some identifier when the user visits it for the first time and returns the identifier along with the first HTTP response in the Set-Cookie header. The browser automatically stores the retrieved cookie in the browser cookie storage and adds it as the Cookie header in each subsequent request to the same domain. The whole process is illustrated at Fig. 3.1.

3.2 Supercookies

There are web technologies other than cookies that have to store data somewhere in the user’s device. Some of them, like Web Storage [50], are based on storing data in browser, others need to store data to work properly – for instance HSTS [38] or ETag [51]. Although these methods purpose is not to store the identification data about the user, they can be abused to do so [17]. There is not any precise and commonly accepted definition of a supercookie, but for the purpose of this thesis it can be defined as a cookie stored elsewhere than in the browser cookie storage. The supercookie is sometimes [47] called an “evercookie”, by the Evercookie project [52].

Supercookies can be used as an additional tracking mechanism to cookies or alone as a worse detectable and more resilient user tracking method. They can also be used for a cookie backup so when an HTTP cookie is deleted, it is restored from the supercookie in the next request. This method is sometimes called a “zombie cookie” [53].
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The first time a user visits a website (1), the Set-Cookie header is returned (2), instructing the browser to store a generated identifier. The identifier is then sent along with the later request (3), telling the server that the request is performed by the same user.

Deleting regular HTTP cookies in the browser usually does not affect supercookies. Therefore, to get rid of the supercookies, the user has to wipe all data from her profile or use a third party tool to delete known supercookies. However, we will see that there are many kinds of supercookies and it is difficult to delete them all.

3.2.1 Cached Resources

Websites on the Internet usually contain more than just HTML tags and text content. According to stats gathered by the HTTP Archive on 15th September 2015 [54], size of an average website on the Internet was 2 182 KiB. Fig. 3.2 shows how the average size is distributed by the Content Type.

It can be observed that HTML code takes 56 KiB out of 2 182 KiB meaning that the remaining 97.43 % of an average website is occupied by static files that change infrequently, for instance when a new version of the web application is released. If the browser was downloading all the website content each time
when the user visited it, or just clicked on the internal link on that page, there would probably be in average 97.43% of useless data traffic in each request. It is the reason why browsers usually cache the static content.

The simplest way to save a supercookie in user’s device is just to put it into the cached content. Doing so does not need any special browser features, it just needs caching enabled. This approach is supported in most used browsers across all platforms, including old versions of browsers. The method can be perfectly used for cookie backup. The cookie is stored traditionally – using the Set-Cookie header – in the browser cookie storage and its backup is placed to the cached content, for instance to an embedded JavaScript file, as a static variable. The file is cached by the browser and when the user returns to the website, the file is loaded from the browser cache and can be used to restore the deleted or modified cookie. Moreover, using the cached resource supercookie enables websites to track the user across the domains by including the file from the same URL in each website. The described principle using JavaScript is demonstrated at Fig. 3.3.

When the website saves a supercookie into the cached content, it has to be processed through some application logic on the server to provide a unique version of the requested resource for each user. For that reason, the resource cannot be served by a simple HTTP server, it has to be served by some application server capable of generating unique versions of the served resource.

User tracking using a cached JavaScript resource is the simplest way how to use cache content to store supercookies. Each user obtains from the server a unique JavaScript file containing a static variable with a user identifier. The variable can be used to restore the cookie in the same or in the different JavaScript file. However, the user identifier can be stored in a cached image as well, reading it back from pixel RGB values using HTML5 canvas element and its JavaScript functions. The identifier can be either stored in a visible

![Average Bytes per Page by Content Type](image)

Figure 3.2: Average page size by the Content Type on 15th September 2015 [54]
Figure 3.3: Process of storing a supercookie in the cached JavaScript resource

The first time a user visits a website (1), a regular cookie is set in a response (2). Then the browser automatically loads an embedded JavaScript file (3), which is stored in the cache for an amount of time defined in a response (4). The cached JavaScript contains a variable with a cookie backup and a function restoring the cookie value (5). Therefore when the regular cookie is deleted, it is restored from the backup in the cached JavaScript.

Technically, CSS files can be also used to store supercookies, setting specific style attributes to DOM objects [57]. Most of CSS attributes can be abused for this purpose when they are combined together, each of them containing a bit of an identifier. The most information can be stored in string attributes like `background-image`, in color attributes like `background-color`, or in groups of number attributes like `margin`. The identifier is later read by JavaScript creating the object in the document, having the specific class or id assigned. Browser automatically applies CSS styles to created object making them accessible through JavaScript methods.

User tracking using cached resources is easily detectable just by performing a request to the resource file URL from more computers. If each computer receives a distinct content of the requested resource file, this method is probably used. Disabling browser cache could work as a defense against this method, but it makes browsing websites much less comfortable. In 2011 came out [58] that Microsoft used this method for restoring cookies on their live.com domain.
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3.2.2 HTTP ETag

The HTTP protocol contains a mechanism called the entity tag, shortly ETag, which is, by definition “an opaque validator for differentiating between multiple representations of the same resource” [51]. This mechanism is often used to avoid the useless network traffic giving the servers an option to inform clients about change in the resource content. When a client asks a server for a resource, the server can return a special header informing the client about version of the returned resource. Next time the client will send the version identification along with the request to the server, which can base on it the decision whether to send the full content of the resource or just the NOT MODIFIED status. The current version of this process is described in RFC 7232 [51] and shown at Fig. 3.4.

3.2.2.1 ETag Abuse

The main problem with this mechanism is that there are no restrictions on the version identifier – it can be any string, even its length is not restricted by definition. If this feature is enabled on a common HTTP Server like Apache, it usually returns the result of some hash function with defined inputs like file name, last modification date and file size. Applications can abuse this header to send a user identifier knowing that when the request for content with that ETag comes back to the server, it is originated from the user marked before.

As long as this method abuses browsers cache, users can protect themselves by disabling or periodically clearing cache in their browsers. This would work but it is not quite comfortable because the websites takes much time to load without cache. It can be also expensive in case of mobile connections with limited data traffic. Classic methods like disabling JavaScript and cookies will not work against ETag user tracking.

Using this kind of tracking methods is easily detectable by performing a number of requests – better from different computers – in short time for the same content which is not supposed to change. Results should be either the same or from a limited set which can mean badly configured load balancing where each server has different last modification time of the file or the ETag contains internal hostname of the server. If the returned ETag is different in every response the server probably abuses ETag to uniquely mark its clients. In 2011 came out [58] that Microsoft used this method for restoring cookies on their domain live.com along with the cached JavaScript resources.

3.2.3 HTTP Strict Transport Security

The first attempt to develop secure communication over the HTTP protocol was made in 1993 by Netscape Communications. In 1994 they came up with Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) 1.0, which was only internal version because of many security problems. This version was replaced by SSL 2.0 in the same
Figure 3.4: HTTP ETag tracking mechanism

The first time a user visits a website, an embedded static content request is performed (1). Then the server sends the ETag header along with the response (2). The browser stores the returned content and its entity tag into the cache. Next time the user visits the website, the embedded static content request is performed again, but this time the request contains the If-None-Match header with the stored entity tag as a value (3). Server returns the Not Modified status so the content in the cache is not refreshed (4), but server can identify client from the retrieved entity tag.

year and one year after, in 1995, was released SSL 3.0 – from this version has evolved the standardized protocol called Transport Layer Socket (TLS) which was improved by years and now it is used as a standard for secure communication over the HTTP protocol – shortly HTTPS.

At Fig. 3.5 is evident, that most website requests on the Internet is still performed using the unencrypted HTTP. Despite initiatives like StartSSL [59] or Let’s Encrypt [35], many domains still do not use a certificate issued by a trustworthy certification authority, therefore they support HTTPS with a self-signed certificate only or they do not support HTTPS at all.

If a user wants to access a website on domain domain.com, she usually types www.domain.com or just domain.com. Most users, however, omit either
the http:// or https:// prefix in the address. After entering the incomplete address, the browser usually queries the website through the HTTP protocol, because it has no information about the HTTPS support on the server. In the response, the server can redirect the browser to the HTTPS protocol but the first request is not encrypted, therefore it is vulnerable to man-in-the-middle (MITM) attack. This kind of man-in-the-middle attack is called SSL Strip and was presented at Black Hat DC 2009 [39]. An example of the SSL Strip attack to HTTPS communication is described at Fig. 3.6.

![SSL Strip Diagram](image)

**Figure 3.6: Sample SSL Strip attack stealing a user credentials by a man-in-the-middle attacker**

When a user types in the address field www.domain.com (1) and the browser does not know anything about the target address, a request to http://www.domain.com is performed (2,3). If the server requires secure communication, a redirection to https://... address is returned (4). The attacker can catch the redirection and change it back to http://... along with changing all the URLs in the website from https://... to http://... (5), resending all requests from the client to https://... address of the server. Therefore the attacker can see the whole communication in plaintext (6) and it is not spotted, because from the browser’s point of view it looks like the server does not support secured communication (7), while the server communicates “securely” (8) with the attacker.

Figure 3.5: HTTPS requests percentage on 15th September 2015 [54]
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As a protection against this kind of attack it was created a mechanism called HTTP Strict Transport Security (HSTS) which is described in RFC 6797. The mechanism allows the server to set a special header \texttt{Strict-Transport-Security} in the response, informing the client that the server supports HTTPS. The browser stores this information locally for a time length specified in the \texttt{max-age} property and the next request will be redirected to HTTPS internally by the browser, without calling remote server over HTTP first. This mechanism protects user from SSL Strip attack assuming that the first request is done through a secure link. There also exists a solution for securing the connection without relying on the first secure request – an HSTS preload list stored in the web browser installation.

### 3.2.3.1 Strict Transport Security Header Abuse

This mechanism allows the server to inform the client that HTTPS is supported by the whole domain with all its subdomains or just by a concrete subdomain – using the flag \texttt{includeSubDomains}. Information about HTTPS support is stored in the browser for an amount of time, specified in the \texttt{max-age} parameter of the \texttt{Strict-Transport-Security} header. Thus when the company owns a wildcard certificate for its domain, it can store one bit of information in user’s browser for each of its subdomain. The first time the user visits a page, an identifier is generated and stored as bits by returning the \texttt{Strict-Transport-Security} header for domains corresponding to the bits which should be true. On the next visits, a request is sent to each subdomain through \texttt{http} and a browser redirection to \texttt{https} is detected by JavaScript or on the server side – the identifier is then retrieved bit by bit, occurrence of each redirection provides a single bit of information. From the bits can be retrieved the previously stored identifier as it’s illustrated at Fig. 3.7.

Technically, there can be stored many bits of information in the browser this way, but each bit requires its own request to the server. Nowadays websites load plenty of scripts, styles, and images and perform various AJAX calls on load so it is not any problem to store for instance a 32-bit identifier in this way. With proper names of the subdomains it can look like load balancing at the first look.

This way of storing supercookies may look too complicated for practical use – it requires a wildcard certificate and more subdomains to work and there are much simpler and cheaper methods like ETag. However, the main power of this method is that it can potentially track the user even if she uses the anonymous browsing mode. It is a well-known fact and authors of each browser had to decide whether more important user privacy or security is. Technically, there are two options – to use the HSTS cache in the anonymous mode and therefore risk that the user might be tracked by an HSTS supercookie, or not to use the HSTS cache in the anonymous mode and risk that there can be attacker using the SSL Strip method. There is no official descrip-
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First, a website needs to check whether a user has been already marked by the HSTS tracking technique (1,5). It is done by sending a request to a special subdomain, serving only for that purpose. If the request is redirected by the browser to https://..., the user already has been marked (6), if not, then the user has not been marked yet (2). Eventually, requests are sent to many special subdomains (3,7), each request works with a single bit of information. These requests serve either to set a bit value by returning or not returning the Strict-Transport-Security header (4), or to read the bit value by checking whether the request was redirected by the browser or not (8).

Figure 3.7: HSTS tracking mechanism
tion of the current browsers behavior to HSTS in anonymous mode, it will be tested as a part of this thesis.

3.2.4 HTTP Public Key Pinning

The secure communication channel is crucial for many applications. When an application uses the Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) [62] to establish secure communication, it usually has to trust the Certificate Authorities (CA) [42] and the Domain Name System (DNS) [43] servers. These subjects can be compromised in the user’s environment or they can theoretically be compromised at all, which can eventually break the application security. For that reason some applications pin their certificate or public key [63]. They use standard PKI process but after receiving the public key they perform an additional internal check of the returned certificate. For instance, according to the practical testing [64], the App Store application on iOS devices performs check against the pinned certificate when it sends the user credentials to a login endpoint, failing by rejecting the server’s certificate when it does not match the pinned one.

The HTTP Public Key Pinning (HPKP) is defined in RFC 7469 [40]. It provides an option for the server to send to a client a hash of the Subject Public Key Info (SPKI), part of the X.509 certificate [65], which has to be present in a web host’s certificate chain to consider it valid. The hash (or more hashes) is returned in a `Public-Key-Pins` header of an HTTP response. The hash is then stored on the client side and it is used to validate all following requests. Therefore the HPKP mechanism, same as HSTS, supposes that the first request is performed through a secure link. In specific cases the certificate hash can be a part of a browser installation. For instance, the Google Chrome web browser pins the certificate of Google applications like Gmail [66] in its installation.

The `Public-Key-Pins` header has to contain, along with the mentioned hash of the SPKI, the `max-age` parameter telling the client for how many seconds should the retrieved hash be stored in the browser. There is a recommendation in RFC that the browser should not store the hash for more than 60 days, even when the retrieved `max-age` is higher. The `Public-Key-Pins` header, as same as the `Strict-Transport-Security` header, can also contain the `includeSubDomains` property, telling the client whether the hash should be pinned for all subdomains or for the requested domain only.

3.2.4.1 HTTP Public Key Pinning Abuse

The HTTP Public Key Pinning can be abused for tracking in the similar manner to HSTS. In case of HSTS, on the first visit requests are made to many subdomains, each either returns or does not return an HSTS flag – a bit set to 0 or 1 for each subdomain. On the next visit the requests are made again
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![Diagram of HPKP tracking mechanism]

**First visit**

1. GET https://check.domain.com/first
2. Response with certificate A and its Hash in HPKP pin
3. GET https://bit0.domain.com/first
4. Server uses whether certificate A (1) or certificate B (0) and returns its HPKP pin
   
   ```
   GET https://bit31.domain.com/first
   Server uses whether certificate A (1) or certificate B (0) and returns its HPKP pin
   ```

   Browser stores some 32bit identifier from the server to the HPKP store

**Later visit**

5. GET http://check.domain.com/later
6. Server provides certificate A. If request fails, an identifier is already stored
7. GET http://bit0.domain.com/later
8. Server uses certificate A for /later
   
   Request fails = 1, not fails = 0
   
   ```
   GET http://bit31.domain.com/later
   Server uses certificate A for /later
   Request fails = 1, not fails = 0
   ```

   On the client side can be performed detection of failed requests, as well as the server can store received bits (only 1 value bits are delivered to the server)

---

**Figure 3.8: HPKP tracking mechanism**

When a user visits a website the first time, in JavaScript is, based on a stored check domain certificate hash (server must have two wildcard certificates – A and B), decided whether an identifier is already stored or not (1,5). If there is no identifier stored yet (2), a new one is stored by requesting special URLs (3) which present one of two available certificates depending on the identifier bit value. The Public-Key-Pins header is returned along with each response, instructing the browser to remember the used certificate hash (4).

Next time the user visits the website, initial checks fails on the certificate pin (6) and all subdomains are requested again using a URL which present itself always with the certificate A (7). If the request succeeds, the stored hash matches the certificate A and a bit value is considered as 1. If the request fails, the certificate B was pinned and bit value is 0 (8).
and browser redirection to HTTPS is detected in JavaScript, reading zeroes and ones back. A similar mechanism can work by providing two different valid certificates (Certificate A and B) for each subdomain (or two wildcard certificates) using the `Public-Key-Pins` header to pin the single subdomain certificate when the identifier is stored. On the next visit stored certificate hashes are checked by performing a request to a URL which always presents the same certificate (Certificate A) and depending on the pinned certificate hash (request fails or does not fail) is a bit value evaluated as 1 (Certificate A) or 0 (Certificate B). Fig. 3.8 shows the described principle in detail.

Tracking using HPKP supercookies is very similar to tracking using HSTS. It works on similar principle and provides similar results. However, it is more difficult to implement and deploy HPKP tracking, because two valid certificates signed by a trustworthy certification authority are needed for each subdomain. Another option is to have two valid wildcard certificates signed by a trustworthy certification authority and use subdomains covered by the certificates.

### 3.2.5 Adobe Local Shared Objects (Flash Cookies)

Although HTML5 partially replaced Adobe Flash on websites, most desktop browsers still support this technology because of compatibility with old applications. However, Flash is not supported on mobile devices well – Apple declared in 2010 that its devices will not support Adobe Flash [67] and Adobe Flash for Android is no longer developed since 2011 [68].

Adobe Flash applications, as same as other applications, sometimes need to store their data somewhere. For that purpose ActionScript, a programming language for Adobe Flash applications, contains a mechanism called `SharedObject` [69], allowing applications to store user data either as a remote shared object, stored on the server and available to all users, or as a local shared object (`LSO`), a small file in the Adobe Flash plugin folder on the user’s device.

Although local shared objects are sometimes called a “Flash cookies”, they have the following basic differences:

1. More data can be stored in LSO than in a cookie. According to the Microsoft Developer Network (MSDN) [70], most browsers support cookies of up to 4 KiB. Local shared objects can contain up to 100 KiB of data by default.

2. Cookies are stored in browser storage, while LSOs are stored in the user data directory in the Adobe Flash plugin folder.

3. LSO does not expire.
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Figure 3.9: Adobe local shared objects tracking mechanism

When a user visits a website (1, 6), an embedded Flash object is loaded (2, 7) and its ActionScript code is run outside of the browser. On the first visit, it sends an HTTP request to the server (3) to retrieve an identifier (4), which is stored using LSO in the user directory (5). Next time the user visits the website, an identifier is loaded from the user directory (8) and sent to the server (9).
3.2.5.1 Adobe Local Shared Objects Abuse

The local shared object can be used for tracking users in the same manner as the HTTP cookie. It means that a web application stores an identifier generated on the server to the Adobe Flash plugin storage instead of or in addition to a standard HTTP cookie. Higher capacity of the storage does not improve its usability for tracking purposes but there is one great advantage over the standard HTTP cookie. Because the identifier is stored in the plugin folder rather than in browser storage, LSO can be used to track users across browsers. However, Adobe Flash Player applies the same-origin policy, which separates content from different domains into security sandboxes [71]. Therefore LSOs cannot be shared across domains. In 2009 came out that many websites use this method to track users [16].

3.2.6 JavaScript Browser Storage

JavaScript in the modern web browsers provides many functions to store data of the application in the browser. Most of these functions came with HTML5 to enable the applications to work offline. All of them can be used for tracking in the same manner as the regular cookie – the website just calls the JavaScript write function to store an identifier into the browser and later retrieves that identifier back using the JavaScript read function. The description of each method follows.

Window Name Every browser window or tab has its own window.name [72] property. It is usually empty by default, but it can be changed using JavaScript. The value is not persistent, but it can be used as a temporary identifier storage for tracking the user across more websites.

HTML5 WebStorage The concept of WebStorage [50] consists of two types of storage – LocalStorage and SessionStorage.

LocalStorage HTML5 Local Storage [73] is a modern alternative to the cookies. It is more secure than cookies, because the values are not included in each request. It can also contain more data, at least 5 MiB. The local storage is per domain and it is persistent – data is visible from the same domain only and it is not deleted when the browser is closed.

SessionStorage The session storage is similar to the local storage, the only difference is that data is deleted when the browser is closed. Therefore it is not as much useful for the tracking as the LocalStorage is.

HTML5 Web SQL Database Although the W3C Standard [74] is no longer in active maintenance, the modern browsers implement the web SQL
database using SQLite \[75\] database as storage. It can be used to store an identifier using SQL commands.

**HTML5 Indexed Database API** The HTML5 Indexed Database \[76\], shortly IndexedDB, is a newer W3C concept than Web SQL Database, which it replaces. The IndexedDB is not a relational database, instead it only stores key-value data. It can store an identifier in an inserted key-value pair.

**Browser Specific Storage** Some browsers contain special JavaScript functions to store application data. An example of that function is user-Data \[77\] storage, working in the older versions of Internet Explorer. Some applications can potentially abuse this kind of functions to store an identifier but they have to perform a browser check before attempting to do so.

### 3.2.7 Other Supercookies Methods

There are also other methods to store an identifier, not mentioned above. They are not mentioned in a special chapter because they work only in specific cases or they have no perspective in the future. However, they should be mentioned for the sake of completeness.

The Silverlight \[78\] technology, developed by Microsoft, contains a feature called Isolated Storage \[79\], which enables applications to use a virtual file system on the client side. It is meant to store files, but inside of a file can be easily put an identifier. However, there has to be a Silverlight plugin installed in the user’s browser to track the user by this method. Microsoft announced that the support for browser versions of Silverlight will end by 2021 \[80\], thus the tracking method will probably not work afterwards.

Another option is to abuse the browser history to store an identifier. On the first visit the browser retrieves some generated identifier from the server and stores it in the binary form by calling specific URLs, if the n\(^{th}\) bit is 1. The called URL can be, for instance http://www.domain.com/n.html. When the user returns to the website, links to all bit pages are rendered to page and in the JavaScript function is performed check whether user visited the URL or not – it works because the visited link usually has a different color than a not visited one. This method is called CSS History Hack \[81\]. However, countermeasures to this method are included \[82\] in the modern browsers nowadays, so the method only works in older browsers.

Java Applets can also store their data locally, using PersistenceService \[83\] interface. However, Java applets are usually disabled in modern browsers \[84\] by default and they have to be enabled manually. For that reason Java applets are not used much for the tracking.

As we can see, there are many known methods to store a supercookie in the user’s device and we saw that their amount is growing in time as well. In fact,
there are probably much still unknown methods. However, there are projects
mapping supercookies methods, like the Evercookie project \[52\]. We have
already seen that some vulnerabilities were already fixed by browser vendors
and there is a chance that their amount will grow as well.

3.3 Fingerprinting

In the previous sections we have presented various methods of storing identifi-
cation data into the user’s device. From the server’s point of view we cannot
know what will happen with the identifier stored in the user’s device. It is dif-
ficult to cover all methods but still it is possible to delete all data after each
request and to dispose of all stored identifiers \[85\]. It probably would make
the browser less comfortable because of disabled content caching and maybe
a little less secure because of disabled HSTS. Some applications dependent on
cookies, Adobe local shared objects, or HTML5 Web Storage might not work
properly. In this chapter will be presented, that it is possible to identify user
even when she successfully disposes of all stored identifiers.

There exists also a converse approach – retrieving as much data about the
user as it is possible and storing it on the server side. After the next visit
the data is retrieved the same way again and compared to the stored one.
When the match is found, the user is recognized and this information can be
used to restore the cookie or just inconspicuously track the user’s activity. If
the fingerprinted information is combined with the user’s behavior, it can be
used to cross-device tracking as well \[86\]. Similar methods are also used by
the malicious websites to detect the user’s browser (browser fingerprinting)
and decide how to perform an attack on the user’s system \[87\].

According to research \[31\], in a user’s device there are many attributes
that can be abused for fingerprinting. The following chapter will describe how
to calculate an amount of information in an attribute. Some of attributes are
sent by the browser automatically in an HTTP request (passive fingerprint-
ing), while some have to be read by running code on the client side (active
fingerprinting). Both types will be described in the following sections.

3.3.1 Mathematical Treatment

The fingerprinting methods suppose that configuration of each user’s device
is much different from others making the fingerprint unique or almost unique.
The amount of retrievable information for each fingerprint part can be de-
scribed in bits as the uncertainty measure – the entropy. The entropy \(H(X)\)
of a random variable \(X\) with a probability mass function \(p(x)\) is defined as \[88\]
\[
H(X) = - \sum_{x \in X} p(x) \log_2 p(x),
\]
(3.1)
where \(p(x) \log_2 p(x)\) is defined as 0 if \(p(x) = 0\).
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Apparently, we need to know the probability of each fingerprint part value to count the entropy of the fingerprint part. We would have to store the values collected from a huge amount of users and analyze them to retrieve the statistical data needed to calculate the entropy.

We could use public statistics to calculate the entropy, but they are usually just derived from the fingerprinted fields. For instance, the User-Agent header field, described in section 3.3.2, contains a browser name and its version, the operation system and its version, and some other product versions or comments, while the available statistics contain just a browser name and its version. They can be used to calculate the minimal entropy of the User-Agent header field, but the result is far from the exact value.

Table 3.1: Browser version statistics from StatCounter (November 2015) [89]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Browser</th>
<th>Usage [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chrome 46.0</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chrome for Android</td>
<td>15.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safari iPhone</td>
<td>6.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IE 11.0</td>
<td>6.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Android 0</td>
<td>5.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opera 34.0</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The November 2015 browser version statistics [89] from StatCounter [90] can be used to count the minimal entropy of the User-Agent header as follows:

1. Statistics retrieved from StatCounter as a CSV file. In Tab. 3.1 is an example of retrieved data.

2. Substitution of the retrieved values (189 records) to expression 3.1:

\[
H = -(0.27 \cdot \log_2 0.27 + 0.1537 \cdot \log_2 0.1573 + \cdots + 0.01 \cdot \log_2 0.01) \quad (3.2)
\]

3. The result is 4.375 bits.

We calculated the entropy of the User-Agent HTTP header to be at least 4.375 bits. The entropy was calculated from the browser version information only, but the User-Agent header contains more information – at least the operation system and device identifiers. Unfortunately, we do not have the required statistics to calculate the entropy in a more precise way.

It is not possible to calculate the entropy of the fingerprint parts without collection of the detailed statistics. For that reason, we have to settle for the minimal entropy counted in the existing research, like the Panopticlick project [31]. However, web browser developers implemented several counter-measures [91] after the Panopticlick project publishing, therefore the entropy probably will not be exactly the same in current versions of the web browsers.
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There is a question how to calculate the entropy of the whole fingerprint if we know the entropy of fingerprint’s parts. The joint entropy of a pair of discrete random variables \((X, Y)\) with a joint distribution \(p(x, y)\) is defined as

\[
H(X, Y) = -\sum_{x \in X} \sum_{y \in Y} p(x, y) \log_2 p(x, y).
\] (3.3)

We could use 3.3 multiple times for each fingerprint part or count the entropy of the whole fingerprint from entropies of its parts using the chain rule [88]

\[
H(X_1, X_2, \ldots, X_n) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} H(X_i|X_{i-1}, \ldots, X_1).
\] (3.4)

The conditional entropy \(H(Y|X)\) is defined [88] as

\[
H(Y|X) = -\sum_{x \in X} \sum_{y \in Y} p(x, y) \log_2 p(x|y).
\] (3.5)

From the chain rule follows [88] that

\[
H(X_1, X_2, \ldots, X_n) \leq \sum_{i=1}^{n} H(X_i)
\] (3.6)

with equality if and only if the \(X_i\) are independent.

In order to calculate the entropy of the whole fingerprint the particular statistics of fingerprint parts combinations are needed. It would not be needed if the parts were independent, but they obviously are. For instance, if the User-Agent header says that the request comes from an iOS or Android device, the probability that a Flash plugin is present decreases because Apple never supported Adobe Flash [67] and Adobe Flash for Android is no longer developed since 2011 [68].

Because the fingerprint parts are not independent, it is not possible to calculate the total entropy without detailed statistics. However, an existing research can be used to specify a lower bound of the entropy. If the implemented fingerprint contains all parts that are contained in a fingerprint used in the research, it can be observed that the entropy of the implemented fingerprint is greater or equal to the entropy of the fingerprint in the research. That is the only way to estimate the fingerprint entropy without detailed statistics.

### 3.3.2 Passive Fingerprinting

When a server uses passive fingerprinting methods, no code is run on the client side and information is retrieved from the HTTP request only. The HTTP request can contain some headers along with the request body. Most of possible HTTP headers occur in special cases only but there are few headers that are
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contained in most requests. Although they usually do not contain enough information to make the user’s device unique, they can be combined with other fingerprinting methods increasing total entropy. Below is listed information contained in the request which is the most useful for tracking:

**User-Agent header** The main source of fingerprinting information in the request is the *User-Agent* header, its current definition can be found in section 5.5.3. of RFC 7231 [92]. It should contain one or more product identifiers with an optional product version and a comment. It is usually possible to identify at least the browser and the operation system of a user thanks to this header. According to the Panopticlick project, the entropy of the *User-Agent* header is 10 bits.

**Accept headers** There are four HTTP headers defined in the Content Negotiation section (5.3.) of RFC 7231 [92]: *Accept*, *Accept-Charset*, *Accept-Encoding*, and *Accept-Language*. Their purpose is to inform the server about the client’s preferences, but they also divulge details about user’s environment – the most obvious is the user operation system language in the *Accept-Language* header. According to the Panopticlick project, the entropy of the Accept headers is 6.09 bits.

**IP address** Although an IP address can change over time, especially in case of mobile devices, and there can be many devices behind a single public IP address, it can help as an additional fingerprint source in some cases.

The main advantage of passive fingerprinting is its inconspicuousness. Servers can analyze the request headers and clients do not have any chance to detect it. However, according to known research, the HTTP headers alone usually do not provide enough information to identify a user. The real HTTP headers entropy probably will not be much higher than 10 bits because the accept headers mostly depend on the browser and the operation system. For that reason the passive fingerprinting needs to be deployed together with the active fingerprinting to provide enough information to identify the user.

### 3.3.3 Active Fingerprinting

There is much information about the user that an opened website can retrieve from the web browser [32]. When code has to be run on the client side to collect required fingerprint parts, it is called an active fingerprinting. The code must be transferred from the server to the client, executed, and its results have to be delivered back to the server. Such attempt can be detected or blocked on the client side.

Active fingerprinting is mostly performed using JavaScript code. JavaScript is well supported across the web browsers and many websites cannot work properly with JavaScript disabled. There are still about one percent [93]
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of users having JavaScript disabled – it can be either caused by a special device type, a blocking proxy, or a browser plugin like NoScript [94]. In that cases only passive fingerprinting together with information about disabled JavaScript can provide enough information to identify the user. However, according to the Panopticlick research, users with the NoScript plugin in their web browser are worse “fingerprintable” than others.

3.3.3.1 JavaScript Attributes

The simplest way to perform active fingerprinting is by just reading attributes accessible from JavaScript and send them back to the server. The most important sources of JavaScript attributes follow:

**Navigator object** The base source of the JavaScript attributes is the navigator object [95]. It contains information about the browser like its type, version, plugins, or the user agent string sent in HTTP requests. The standard [95] defines only 10 public attributes and 2 methods but the browsers usually add their own attributes and methods. For instance, the navigator object in Chrome exposes the total number of logical processors in its `hardwareConcurrency` [96] property. According to the Panopticlick project, the most important navigator object property for fingerprinting is the `plugins` property, providing 17.7 bits of entropy in the browsers where it is supported. It provides a list of installed plugins and MIME types they support. However, Internet Explorer did not expose the `plugins` property in the navigator object before Internet Explorer 11. Firefox started to limit it in 2014 [97] due to its privacy impact [91] and the ending support for NPAPI plugins [98, 99] reduces a browser plugins count and the entropy as well. If enumeration is not supported, presence of a plugin has to be tested by its name. The prepared list of plugin names is needed to get a list of plugins in user’s web browser by checking each one’s presence.

**Screen object** The attributes of the device display can provide another bits of information. They are accessible through the screen object [100]. For fingerprinting purposes it is useful especially the screen resolution, contained in the `height` and `width` attributes of the screen object. However, it can change when an external monitor is connected. The screen object can be useful mainly for tracking users of the mobile devices, where an external monitor is rare and screen resolutions vary much [101]. According to the Panopticlick project, the entropy of the device display parameters is 4.83 bits.

**Date object** Another bits of information can be obtained from the date object [102]. It provides the current date and time at the client’s device as well as the time zone offset. The Panopticlick project stated that
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the timezoneOffset property of the date object provides 3.04 bits of entropy.

Technologies presence JavaScript can be also used to check if other technologies are enabled or present. The already mentioned plugins property of the navigator object can provide information about installed plugins and its version. In addition, the navigator object contains the cookieEnabled property and the javaEnabled method that can be used to check whether cookies or Java are enabled. According to the Panopticlick project, the entropy of the cookieEnabled property is 0.353 bits.

In general, the JavaScript programming language provides many ways to get information about a user’s device or system. The most significant ones are listed above, especially the plugins property of the navigator object deserve due consideration. Other attributes are not quite useful alone but combining them with the other ones and with passive fingerprinting can work well, creating a unique fingerprint of the user’s environment. JavaScript attributes can be also used to correctly identify the user’s environment when the User-Agent HTTP header is modified, for instance when using Tor.

3.3.3.2 Font Fingerprinting

System fonts in the user’s device can be also used to generate a fingerprint. A list of installed fonts is influenced by the operation system, installed software, and manually installed fonts. According to the Panopticlick project a list of fonts can provide 13.9 bits of entropy, not concerning the font order.

There are four ways to retrieve user’s system fonts from a web application:

CSS + JavaScript Font Detection Because the CSS font-family property allows developers to provide a list of font names, where the first one available in the system is used, it can be used together with JavaScript code to detect a font presence in the user’s system. The detection mechanism creates a block element with a string consisting of significant font characters. First, its font-family property is set by JavaScript to a generic font-family like “sans-serif” or “serif”. Width of the element is then checked by JavaScript. Next, the font-family is set to a checked font name and the generic font as the second one in the priority list. The width is measured again – if it is equal to the width measured before with a generic font, the checked font is probably not present in the system (the element style fell back to the generic font). The described method cannot be used to get an exact system fonts list, it can be used to check a presence of the specified font only. Therefore a prepared font list is required. There are several reference projects using this method to list the user’s system fonts.
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Adobe Flash The ActionScript language, the scripting language for Adobe Flash applications, contains the `Font` class with its `enumerateFonts` method [109]. It can be used to retrieve an installed font list in a Flash application function, either the result is passed to the JavaScript code [110] or the Flash application sends data directly to a server. The fonts’ order can be also used as a fingerprint part. It is worth mentioning that the Adobe Flash plugin can be configured to disable the font enumeration using the `DisableDeviceFontEnumeration` configuration option [111]. The font enumeration is enabled by default, it has to be disabled manually.

Silverlight A list of installed fonts can be loaded using the `SystemTypefaces` property of the `System.Windows.Media.Fonts` class [112] when programming in the Silverlight language. It works similarly as in case of Adobe Flash. An ordered list is returned and can be either accessed through the JavaScript API for Silverlight [113] or sent directly to the server. As already stated, Silverlight support will end by 2021 [80].

Java Applet The Java language contains the `GraphicsEnvironment` class, providing the `getAvailableFontFamilyNames` [114] method, that can be used in a Java applet to retrieve an array of available system fonts. The returned structure is a plain Java array, therefore it provides an order of the retrieved fonts as well. The result can be passed to a JavaScript method using the `JSObject` class [115] or sent directly from the Java applet to the server.

Font fingerprinting is useful in case of the desktop operation systems where it is usual for installed applications to add a font to the system. The fingerprint can evolve in time as the user installs or uninstalls applications, thus the retrieved fingerprint should be compared with the stored one considering the possibility of this kind of change. Font fingerprinting is not much useful on mobile devices where the system fonts are usually not changed by installed applications.

3.3.3.3 Battery Fingerprinting

One of the features presented in HTML5 is the Battery Status API [116]. It is a JavaScript API allowing web applications to check for the device battery status. Its purpose is to enable web applications to switch to an energy saving mode when the battery is low. Apparently, it works on mobile devices with batteries only.

The Battery Status API provides not only a battery level, but also a charging time, discharging time, and an indicator whether the battery is charging right now. In addition, each of these attributes can be watched by registering to one of the listeners provided by the Battery Status API.
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Recent research proved [117], that the revealed information can be also abused for tracking the user. It can be helpful mainly in a short time interval, it can reveal a switch to anonymous mode, cleared cookies, or eventually deleted supercookies. It can also link the visits to different sites in a short time interval.

The research also shows that the battery capacity could be calculated precisely from information retrieved using the Battery Status API. However, it was tested on the Firefox browser on Linux, that provided high precision values of attributes and Mozilla already deployed a fix providing less precise values.

The event listeners provide an option to measure how fast the capacity of battery is drained or recharged. The information can be used to calculate unique battery properties [118] and abuse them for tracking.

The number of mobile devices grows rapidly with the new technologies. There are not only smartphones and notebooks, but also tablets, convertible devices, Internet of Things (IoT) devices, and wearable electronic. All these devices use a battery. Therefore, battery fingerprinting has a large potential.

3.3.3.4 Canvas Fingerprinting

Using the preceding methods allows websites to retrieve information about the user’s environment that should be processed and compared between the requests in the right way to work as a reliable user identifier. As opposite, canvas fingerprinting does not provide any specific information about the user’s environment, rather it provides a way to generate an identifier dependent on more factors of the user’s environment.

One of the features that came with HTML5 is the canvas element [55], enabling websites to draw graphics by JavaScript. It provides many methods to manipulate with graphics, including the 2D context `fillText` method to draw text and other methods to perform CSS-like text styling.

It is necessary to be able to read image data in order to create a fingerprint. The 2D context of the HTML5 canvas provides the `getImageData` method returning an array of RGBA values of each pixel in the canvas content. The canvas object itself provides `toDataURL` and `toBlob` methods [120] that can be used to retrieve data. They both accept a parameter of a required image type, like `image/png`, the first one returns image data in the Base64 format, while the second one returns it as raw data in a Blob object.

HTML5 canvas enables developers to create large graphic applications in the browser. For instance, the canvas can be used to create advanced games or online photo editors. Because this kind of applications requires much performance to run, modern web browsers use graphics processing unit (GPU) acceleration [121] to draw a canvas object. This is the main reason why canvas fingerprinting works and why it provides different results across environments.
The research from the University of California [122] examined possibilities of canvas fingerprinting. They have used the `fillText` method of a 2D context to fill in a styled text and the WebGL JavaScript API [123] to draw a simple three-dimensional object to the canvas object. They performed tests with different GPUs, browsers, and operation systems and discovered that the method can provide up to 5.73 bits of entropy.

Canvas fingerprinting does not require any special plugins or permissions, it uses just the JavaScript language and HTML5 features. Therefore it can be used in most user’s environments. It can be limited only by the old version of a browser, manually disabled hardware acceleration, or a graphic card not supporting WebGL.

The retrieved fingerprint has good stability because users usually do not change their graphic cards often. The fingerprint may change when the graphic card driver is updated, but it also is not quite usual. It can be influenced by the graphic card switching on systems with more than one graphic card, but user would have to do it manually, because the browser would probably use the same graphic card on each visit by default.

As already stated, canvas fingerprinting depends, among others, on the GPU and its driver. Because any of the previously mentioned methods do not depend on the GPU, canvas fingerprinting can be used to increase the entropy of the whole user’s fingerprint significantly.

### 3.3.3.5 Browser History Fingerprinting

Web browsers usually store history of visited websites. Apparently, a chance that two users would have exactly the same browser history content is slight. If a website is able to read the user browser’s history or at least its part, it can serve as a user’s fingerprint.

Section 3.2.7 noted, that in older browser versions it was possible to check whether the user had visited a URL in the recent past by checking a link element’s CSS style, abusing the style change of visited links. Research [124] proved that this method was deployed on some popular websites, leading web browser vendors to implement countermeasures in 2010 [82]. In 2010 it was also presented a proof of concept [125] of user’s identification based on her membership in groups at the popular social networks, abusing this user’s history leakage.

Web browsers fixed [82] their behavior so that the visited links style is indifferent from the not visited one when accessed from JavaScript DOM methods, while the appearance of the links still remains unchanged. While the basic method does not work in browser versions released after 2010, there were invented other methods abusing the visited link style in various manners [126], which are nowadays perceived a vulnerabilities having impact at the user’s privacy. The countermeasures can be overcame by forcing the user to reveal to the website what she sees. The CSS style can be abused to show special
content if the checked URL was visited before. From the user’s reaction can be derived whether she saw the content on the website or not. There is also a pixel stealing method proof of concept [127], revealing whether the page was visited by the user or not by comparing the rendering framerate of the visited link and the not visited one.

Abusing the CSS style of the visited link to reveal the web browser history is in a broadly discussed topic last years, causing web browser vendors to fix reported vulnerabilities. However, the already mentioned (section 3.2.3) HSTS mechanism can be also abused [128] to check whether a user visited a website or not. However, this mechanism works only for websites using HSTS but it can still provide enough information to create a fingerprint.

Exposing user’s browsing history alone is a very sensitive problem, causing the browser history leaking methods to evolve fast. A leakage method is presented, countermeasures are implemented by browser vendors, and a new method is presented to overcome the countermeasures or abuse another vulnerability. Over and over again. Such race causes nowadays working method to potentially stop working in future browser versions.

3.3.4 Other Fingerprinting Methods

There are plenty of JavaScript APIs accessible to the websites and their number is significantly growing with the HTML5 features. Each of these methods can potentially provide information about the user’s environment, exploitable to create a fingerprint or at least increase the entropy of a fingerprint based on the previously mentioned methods.

Generating a fingerprint based on the user’s hardware is an efficient way to track the user, as it is in case of canvas fingerprinting (section 3.3.3) and battery fingerprinting (section 3.3.3.4). It was proven [118] that other hardware like the camera, speakers/microphone, motion sensors, or GPS can be used to generate a fingerprint as well. To access hardware, the website must ask the user to grant a special permission. For that reason it can be used for fingerprinting in special cases only.

Another interesting hardware parameter is the processor. The number of processor cores is obtainable by a simple timing test [129] using JavaScript, even when the browser does not expose the information directly in the navigator object. The processor can also be used for fingerprinting using a special privacy attack based on measuring the CPU skew exposed through the TCP stack [130]. The information is exposed by the operation system on the TCP layer, so it actually is not a web browser issue. However, it can be used to increase passive fingerprinting entropy, because it does not require any special code to be run on the client side. Similarly, the GPU skew can also be measured and used as an entropy source [118]. In this case the measurement is done using JavaScript and can be used as part of the active fingerprinting.
3.4 Summary

We have seen that plenty of technologies having nothing to do with user’s identity, actually expose information about the user’s environment to the website. It can be expected that the number of such methods will grow with new browser features. However, there are projects warning against this privacy threat \[31, 32, 131\] and we have seen as well that web browser vendors react to published information and fix web browsers accordingly \[91\].

3.4 Summary

The chapter presented many methods capable of marking or remembering the user and recognizing her in the future. If a company really wants to track its website visitors, it has many options to choose from. The examined methods were divided to three sections: cookies, supercookies, and fingerprinting.

Cookies were discussed in section 3.1. They are the basic and well known concept of storing website state in clients’ devices. Because they are used for tracking for a long time, they are well known and can be easily blocked. For that reason more advanced ways to track the user were invented – supercookies and fingerprinting.

Supercookies were described in section 3.2. They are various methods to store a generated identifier on the client side and retrieve the identifier back in the later requests. Though there are many places to store the identifier, it is difficult but possible to delete the identifier from all these places and therefore avoid the tracking. It was the reason to develop the tracking method that works even when the user deletes all data in her profile – fingerprinting.

Fingerprinting abuses a fact that when a user opens a website in her web browser, the web browser actually exposes much information that if combined properly can work as a natural identifier of the user. Various methods of collecting the information were described in the Section 3.3.

The next chapter will describe an implementation of the selected methods for the showcase included in the thesis. The implemented methods will be tested in the most used web browsers and test results will be included in the chapter.
Implementation and Testing

Selected methods analyzed in the previous chapter will be demonstrated in a showcase. This chapter will describe implementation details and discuss the results obtained from the testing.

The server side of the showcase will be implemented in the Java programming language, using the Spring Framework [132]. It enables developers to simply create servlets, manipulate with HTTP headers, and perform database operations. The jQuery JavaScript framework [133] will be used on the client side to manipulate with HTTP headers and to perform AJAX requests. The showcase is designed to have minimum prerequisites, therefore user identifiers and fingerprints are stored in an embedded H2 database [134]. The application logic is targeted at the Wildfly server [135], enabling anybody to run the showcase and setup the environment using a single Maven [136] command: `mvn wildfly:run`, not requiring any setup, except for having Maven and Java installed. However, for testing the HSTS supercookie method (requiring HT-TPS and many subdomains) the localhost subdomains have to be added to the hosts file and the server root certificate has to be imported into the web browser. A manual can be found in appendix [B] or on the enclosed CD.

The new user identity will be generated on opening the welcome page of the showcase. The identity will contain an easy to remember nickname, visible to the user, and its generated alphanumeric identifier used when applying implemented methods, hidden in the page. There will be two buttons rendered for each implemented method. The first one will run the marking or remembering process of a new visitor, applying a selected method to persist the current identity, represented by the generated identifier hidden in page assigned to the visible nickname. The second one will run the recognition process of a returning visitor, showing the stored nickname, if recognized. The real application would probably first run the Recognize phase using all methods and then it would eventually store a new identifier. However, in the showcase the two phases will be divided for better illustration.
The current version of the three most used desktop browsers in November 2015 [137] will be used for methods testing. A list of used browser versions follows:

1. Google Chrome 47 (47.0.2526.106)
2. Mozilla Firefox 43 (43.0.3)
3. Microsoft Internet Explorer 11 (11.0.9600.18124) – shortly MSIE

The anonymous web browser mode will be tested as well. It is expected that storing and reading identifiers in the anonymous mode should work the same way as in the normal mode, but the two modes should be separated strictly. If the value used in the normal mode is visible from the anonymous mode or vice versa, the method is considered as capable of circumventing the anonymous mode. The browsers will be running on Windows 7, currently (November 2015) the most used operation system, used by 45.2 % of website visitors [138]. Flash dependent methods will be tested on Adobe Flash Player 20.0.0.267 (Google Chrome and Mozilla Firefox) and 20.0.0.270 (Internet Explorer).

The chapter is organized similarly as the analysis chapter. First, the basic HTTP cookies implementation will be described, followed by supercookies methods implementation description, and enclosed by the fingerprinting mechanisms implementation description. Each method alone will be tested in the browsers and the results will be compared in the final summary.

4.1 Cookies

Because the cookie is a well-known and longtime used technology, most programming languages and frameworks provide functions to work with it. The Set-Cookie header value does not have to be composed manually, special classes and methods generate it automatically in the right format. The Java language provides javax.servlet.http.Cookie class to manipulate with cookies. List. 4.1 shows how can such a class be used to add the Set-Cookie header to an HTTP response.

```
String cookieId = userIdentityService.randomIdentifier();
Cookie cookie = new Cookie(Constants.COOKIE_NAME, cookieId);
cookie.setPath("/");
cookie.setMaxAge(Integer.MAX_VALUE);
response.addCookie(cookie);
```

Listing 4.1: Setting a cookie in Java

The preceding code instructs the server to send response with the Set-Cookie header like the one below.

```
Set-Cookie: tracking_showcase_cookie=deljrkd25j3r6cgao23ttk70j0; path=/; Max-Age=2147483647; Expires=Thu, 10-Jan-2084 21:30:46 GMT

In the later request is the Cookie header in an incoming HTTP request automatically parsed by the servlet and accessible as a Cookie object again. Similar methods are available in other programming languages as well.

### 4.1.1 Cookies Testing

Saving a user’s identifier in the cookie is easy to implement as well as to detect or prevent. As expected, the cookie works well across web browsers and it is dealt with correctly in the anonymous mode.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Browser</th>
<th>Works in normal mode</th>
<th>Can circumvent anonymous mode</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chrome</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firefox</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSIE</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4.2 Supercookies

Using the supercookie to track the user consists of storing a generated identifier somewhere in the user’s device. Thus all demonstrated methods will have two phases (buttons). In the first one (Mark) the supercookie will be stored in the device, while in the second one (Recognize) a reading attempt of a once stored supercookie will be made. All methods presented in the thesis will be implemented, except for the HPKP supercookie. From two similar methods abusing HTTPS security mechanism in similar manner (HSTS and HPKP supercookie) was selected, after agreement with the supervisor, the HSTS supercookie for implementation, because the HPKP supercookie method is not convenient for localhost deployment.

### 4.2.1 Cached Resources

Storing a supercookie value in the cached content does not require any special technology. An identifier is stored in the content of the returned resource and the browser is instructed to keep the resource in the cache using the Cache-Content header.

Section 3.2.1 noted that the identifier can be stored in any kind of the cached content. The only difference between these kinds is the encoding. In some kinds of encoding the identifier can be better hidden, making it more
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difficult to notice the identifier in a resource. However, the resource type does
not have any impact on its tracking ability. Therefore it is sufficient to use a
simple static variable in a JavaScript resource to test this method.

In the Mark phase an AJAX request is performed, loading the JavaScript
resource from the specified URL. The server has to be informed about the
user’s identity, but this cannot be done by a request parameter because the
parameter could cause the content not to be cached. Hence, the identity of the
user is placed in a non-standard HTTP header userId. This approach allows
the server to retrieve the nickname of the user that clicked on the button,
while the caching function of the browser is not influenced. In the request
there is also placed a tmp header, which contains a random value which is just
copied to the response on the server side. This mechanism serves to detect
whether the content was returned from the server (tmp headers match), or from
the browser cache (tmp headers do not match). Once a resource is cached, it
cannot be deleted from the browser cache using JavaScript, it has to be deleted
manually by the user. List. 4.2 shows the described principle.

```javascript
function cachedFirst () {
  var tmp = Math.random().toString(36).substr(2);
  $.ajax({
    url : "first/cached",
    beforeSend: function(jqXHR){
      jqXHR.setRequestHeader('userId', userId);
      jqXHR.setRequestHeader("tmp", tmp);
    }
  }).done(function(data, textStatus, jqXHR) {
    if(jqXHR.getResponseHeader('tmp') != tmp)
      showResult("Please clear your browser cache before running
      the test.");
    else
      showResult("The identifier of <strong>"+userNicname+"</strong>
      was successfully stored in the cached content.");
  });
}
```

Listing 4.2: JavaScript part of storing a supercookie in the cached content

In the Recognize phase the same URL is requested again from the browser
and the global variable contained in the JavaScript file is read. Apparently,
the userId is not sent this time, therefore if the resource is not cached, the
global variable does not exist and the recognition failure is reported. If the
global variable exists, its value is sent to the server to retrieve the nickname
associated with the value.

4.2.1.1Cached Resources Testing

The cache is a crucial part of each web browser making website browsing
comfortable and fast. Hence it is no surprise that the method works well in
all web browsers. The anonymous mode’s purpose is, among others, to hide
a user’s browsing from other users of the same device. Besides clearing the history, the anonymous mode clears the cache content when the web browsing session ends. It was proven by testing that the anonymous mode in all tested browsers does not use resources cached in the normal mode and vice versa.

Table 4.2: Cached resources supercookies testing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Browser</th>
<th>Works in normal mode</th>
<th>Can circumvent anonymous mode</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chrome</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firefox</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSIE</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4.2.2 HTTP ETag

Storing a supercookie in the entity tag (ETag) abuses the browser cache, as well as storing the supercookie in the cached content. Hence the implementation is analogous to the previous case.

Mark phase consists of performing an HTTP request to a specific URL, placing the user’s identity into the `userId` header. An ETag identifier is generated and saved on the server side and returned in the `ETag` header. The contents of the returned file is irrelevant. The returned ETag identifier is then stored in the browser cache and nothing more is needed for the method to work.

When the Recognize button is clicked, a new request is performed to the same URL as when marking the user. The browser has the content from the URL stored in the cache along with the ETag identifier. Before the browser can return the cached content, it has to check on the server whether there is a newer version or not. When the version check is performed, the stored ETag identifier is sent to the server in the `If-None-Match` header. On the server, an ETag database is searched for the identifier and the user’s nickname is printed in the response, and a new ETag identifier is generated, stored, and returned to the client.

### 4.2.2.1 HTTP ETag Testing

As already mentioned, the ETag supercookie is stored in the browser cache, same as the cached content supercookie. Apparently, testing ends with the same result as in case of the cached content supercookie.
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Table 4.3: HTTP ETag supercookies testing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Browser</th>
<th>Works in normal mode</th>
<th>Can circumvent anonymous mode</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chrome</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firefox</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSIE</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2.3 HTTP Strict Transport Security

Abusing the HTTP Strict Transport Security (HSTS) consists of forcing the browser to remember the HSTS flag for a subdomain, storing a single bit of an identifier. Later, the identifier is read back bit by bit by requesting all subdomains and detecting whether the request was performed through HTTP first or redirected by the browser directly to HTTPS.

Because the HSTS supercookie abuses the HTTPS mechanism in the web browser, the test server must present itself with a certificate. In the prepared showcase the Wildfly server is automatically configured by a Maven script to support HTTPS using a wildcard certificate for the *.tracking.test domain. However, to allow the web browser to communicate with the server, the public key of the certification authority from the showcase has to be imported into the browser and into the operation system store as a trusted root certification authority. In addition, the HSTS supercookie needs to use a plenty of subdomains to work properly. A simulation on the localhost can be realized by adding subdomain records into the hosts file, assigning them all to the 127.0.0.1 address. The required steps are described in appendix B.

The mechanism of storing the HSTS supercookie in the web browser is implemented in the way described in the section 3.2.3 and the communication between the web browser and the server follows the schema at Fig. 3.7, keeping the same subdomain names and storing a 32-bit identifier using 32 different subdomains.

When the Mark button is clicked, the following actions are taken. Note that all requests contain the userId parameter to identify the current user who should be remembered. Her nickname is printed on the page.

1. The http://check.tracking.test URL is called. When the browser redirects the request directly to the https:// address, there exists an identifier already stored in the browser. In that case the HSTS flags have to be deleted before marking can be done. The deletion is made by sending the delete parameter to the server causing it to send max-age=0 in the HSTS flag. The browser deletes its HSTS records and new marking can be done. When there is no identifier stored, the new one is generated.
and stored on the server side, waiting to be read bit by bit using the
subdomains requests.

2. The 32 asynchronous HTTP requests are generated, each on the corres-
ponding subdomain. The server uses the retrieved userId parameter
to load the previously generated identifier from the database. From the
request URL it is retrieved a required bit number and depending on its
value in the identifier is returned either redirection to HTTPS and an
HSTS flag, or just an empty response.

On the Recognize phase, the same subdomains are used, detecting the
internal browser redirection, reading the HSTS values stored in the browser
back, consisting of the following steps:

1. The http://check.tracking.test URL is called again. When the
browser redirection does not occur, a warning is shown, informing the
user that no identity is stored and no other steps follow. If the redirec-
tion occurs, the second step follows.

2. There are 32 asynchronous HTTP requests generated, each on the cor-
responding subdomain. The server returns the zero value in each re-
sponse to the HTTP request, or a corresponding power of two when
it is requested through HTTPS. All results are summed up in JavaS-
cript. The program has to wait until all responses are received before
proceeding to the third step.

3. The calculated sum (the identifier) is sent back to the server. The iden-
tifier is then searched for in the database. If a match is found, the
nickname of the recognized user is returned in a response. If not, the
user is informed that recognition could not be done.

4.2.3.1 HTTP Strict Transport Security Testing

As already stated, the web browsers have to trust the used certificate authority
in order to access HTTPS URLs on the application server. During testing it
came out that the HSTS supercookie can also be blocked by browser protection
against the Cross-site Scripting (XSS) [139]. When the user opens a website
from the http://tracking.test/showcase/ URL and the site performs an
AJAX request to the http://bit0.tracking.test/... URL, it actually
looks like an XSS attempt. It can be solved by adding the Cross-Origin
Resource Sharing (CORS) [140] headers or using the JSONP technique [141].
For better compatibility, both methods are used in the showcase.

The HSTS supercookie works well in the normal mode of all tested browsers.
However, testing revealed that each browser’s behavior to the HSTS super-
cookies in the anonymous mode is different:
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Table 4.4: HSTS supercookies testing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Browser</th>
<th>Works in normal mode</th>
<th>Can circumvent anonymous mode</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chrome</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firefox</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSIE</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Google Chrome** It came out that about 67% [137] users can be tracked using the HSTS supercookie even when they use the anonymous mode. Testing proved that when the browser receives the HSTS flag in the normal mode, the flag is visible in the anonymous mode as well. It does not work in the opposite way. However, when the new HSTS flag is received in the anonymous mode, it is stored and visible from the anonymous mode only. It looks like there are two divided storages. In the normal mode, only the HSTS flags stored in the normal mode are used. In the anonymous mode, the HSTS flags stored in the anonymous mode are used in the first place, but when there are not any HSTS flag for the domain, the HSTS flag retrieved in the normal mode is visible on the next start of the anonymous mode. The Clear browsing data dialog deletes HSTS flags on submit, no matter what the user selects. It was tested, that even when deleting passwords from the past hour is selected, HSTS flags are deleted as well.

**Mozilla Firefox** browser treats HSTS flags the same way as, for instance, cached resources. The identifier assigned in the normal mode is not visible from the anonymous mode and vice versa. The identifier assigned in the anonymous mode is deleted when the browser window is closed. The HSTS supercookie is deleted when the Site Preferences option is selected in the Clear All History dialog.

**Internet Explorer** supports HSTS flags only in the normal mode. The anonymous mode does not use any stored HSTS flags and ignores the received ones. Therefore in the Internet Explorer’s anonymous mode it is not even possible to store the HSTS supercookie temporarily, having the browser windows opened. In the showcase this fact becomes evident – when the Mark button is clicked, HSTS flags are sent to the browser. Even if the Recognize button is clicked immediately, the user is not recognized. The browser in the anonymous mode easily ignores all received HSTS headers. HSTS flags are deleted from the web browser when the Temporary Internet files and website files option is checked in the Delete Browsing History dialog.
4.2. Supercookies

4.2.4 Adobe Local Shared Objects (Flash Cookies)

The ActionScript language, a scripting language for Adobe Flash applications, provides an API to store user data in device – local shared objects (LSO). For the LSO supercookie method, Mark and Recognize buttons are replaced by an Adobe Flash content looking similarly. When the Mark button is clicked, a click action is fired and an assigned ActionScript function is executed. The server can be called directly from ActionScript code (it suits the same origin policy) but for better demonstration is the server requested from a JavaScript method which is called from ActionScript. The server returns a generated LSO identifier which is then stored by ActionScript. List. 4.3 shows the ActionScript part of the Mark phase.

```
function fl_ClickToStoreLso(event:MouseEvent):void
{
  var lso:String = ExternalInterface.call("ls0First");
  var so:SharedObject = SharedObject.getLocal("trackingTest");
  so.data.supercookie = lso;
  so.flush();
  ExternalInterface.call("ls0Stored");
}
```

Listing 4.3: ActionScript storing an LSO supercookie

The ActionScript handles a click on the Recognize button as well. A value of LSO supercookie is read from LocalStorage and passed to a JavaScript function, which sends the value to the server and shows the returned nickname or a message telling that a user could not be recognized.

4.2.4.1 Adobe Local Shared Objects Testing

The described method uses Adobe Flash technology, thus its behavior depends on the Adobe Flash plugin rather than on the web browser. For the Firefox and Internet Explorer browsers the Adobe Flash Player has to be downloaded and installed in order to run Adobe Flash SWF files, while the Chrome browser contains the plugin in its basic installation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Browser</th>
<th>Works in normal mode</th>
<th>Can circumvent anonymous mode</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chrome</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firefox</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSIE</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.5: LSO supercookies testing

Testing revealed that Adobe LSO behavior in the anonymous mode does not differ from behavior of regular HTTP cookies. All three browsers delete Flash cookies when a cookie option is selected in a clearing browsing data.
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dialog. Because LSO values are actually not stored in the browser, rather they are stored in the plugin folder, they can be abused to track the user across web browsers, making the method remarkable for tracking purposes.

Table 4.6: LSO supercookies cross-browser testing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LSO</th>
<th>Obtainable from Chrome</th>
<th>Obtainable from Firefox</th>
<th>Obtainable from MSIE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stored in Chrome</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stored in Firefox</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stored in MSIE</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.11 shows that an LSO value stored in Firefox can be obtained from a Flash plugin running in Internet Explorer and vice versa. This is possible because both browsers use the same external plugin storing data in the same folder. The same origin policy is applied on the SWF file URL only, but the browser is not considered. Flash cookies are not shared with the Chrome browser because Adobe Flash objects loaded in Chrome actually run in a different Adobe Flash Player installation and thus they store their LocalStorage files in a different location than Adobe Flash objects loaded in Internet Explorer or Firefox. The same behavior can be expected in all cases where more browsers use the same Adobe Flash Player installation. However, the situation will probably change in the future because of Mozilla’s plans to disable NPAPI plugins [98] and the Shumway Project [142], which should replace Adobe Flash in Firefox.

4.2.5 JavaScript Browser Storage

Several methods for storing a supercookie using JavaScript storage were mentioned in the analysis. Since all mentioned methods work on a similar principle, the WebStorage supercookie was selected for demonstration because it is a well-supported technology and it is proposed as a cookie replacement in the standard [50]. WebStorage consists of two types of storage – SessionStorage and LocalStorage. Only LocalStorage is suitable for storing a supercookie because content of SessionStorage is deleted when the web browsing session ends.

In the Mark phase an HTTP request to the server is performed, sending the current user identifier and retrieving the generated LocalStorage supercookie value. The retrieved value is then stored in the browser using LocalStorage. The Recognize phase consists of reading the LocalStorage supercookie value
and sending it to the server. On the server side the supercookie value is searched for in the database and if a match is found, a nickname is returned and displayed to the user. The user is informed as well if a match could not be found. List.4.4 shows how the HTML5 LocalStorage can be easily used to store an identifier instead of a cookie.

```javascript
function jsstorageFirst() {
  if (typeof Storage !== "undefined") {
    $.ajax({
      url: "first/jsstorage?userId="+userId
    }).done(function(data, textStatus, jqXHR) {
      localStorage.supercookie = data;
      showResult("An identifier of <strong>"+userNicname+"</strong>
          was successfully stored in a LocalStorage supercookie.");
    });
  } else {
    showResult("HTML5 LocalStorage is not supported by your web browser");
  }
}
```

Listing 4.4: Storing a LocalStorage supercookie in the JavaScript

### 4.2.5.1 JavaScript Browser Storage Testing

Since LocalStorage is meant to be a modern replacement of the cookie, it is correctly dealt with in the anonymous browser mode, the same way as with the cookie. All tested browsers delete LocalStorage content when cookies are deleted.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Browser</th>
<th>Works in normal mode</th>
<th>Can circumvent anonymous mode</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chrome</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firefox</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSIE</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4.3 Fingerprinting

Fingerprinting methods consist of two phases, same as the previously mentioned methods (cookies and supercookies). Yet, the first phase is called Remember instead of Mark, because in this phase the user is actually not marked, only her environment properties are read and stored in the database. The second phase remains named Recognize – it reads the environment properties the same way as the first one and the results are compared on
the server. The comparison on the server side should be performed appropriately to correctly identify a returning visitor and to avoid any misleading results. It is a straightforward decision when the whole fingerprint exactly matches. However, as mentioned in the analysis, the fingerprint may evolve in time. When the user returns to the website, a little change in her fingerprint may occur, for instance the browser version number can be increased after a browser update.

Detailed statistics would be needed to construct a precise fingerprint evolution algorithm. Without statistics, we have to settle with a simple algorithm inspired by the Panopticlick project [31]. The collected fingerprint is stored as a serialized JSON object in the database. In the Recognize phase a new fingerprint is collected the same way and transformed to the same object type as well. All stored objects are then converted to a form containing attribute values only, compared using the Jaro-Winkler distance metric [144], and their similarity is expressed as a percentage. Then the fingerprint with the highest percentage metric is used to recognize the user. If there are more stored identifiers with the same similarity percentage to the retrieved fingerprint, more identifiers are returned. If there is no fingerprint with more than 90% similarity, the user is informed that there is no suitable fingerprint in the database. The 90% is a guess that should cover new browser versions, a reconfigured DNT flag, a removed font, or similar changes. In a real application the guess should be correctly derived from collected statistics. Note that the testing implementation in the showcase is not much efficient because all data is retrieved from the database and then compared in Java. The main reason is that the data is stored in a simple embedded database which does not provide any advanced functions. Real applications would probably use advanced database functions like utl_match [145] in the Oracle database.

Fingerprinting methods described in the analysis chapter will be implemented in the showcase. All methods will use the comparison mechanism described above, except for the canvas fingerprinting method where the fingerprint evolution is not expected. After agreement with the supervisor, the battery fingerprinting will not be implemented and tested because it is applicable in special cases only (in a short interval and on mobile devices) and the implementation cannot provide any useful results.

The history fingerprinting method needs to have a list of websites prepared, supposing that the user has visited some of them recently. The list contents cannot be prepared generally for all websites, supposing that we do not want our website to perform thousands of requests. The list contents should rather depend on the website where the method is deployed. For instance, the list for a Czech IT magazine should contain other Czech IT magazines, few popular foreign IT magazines, and popular Czech websites. It can also contain the most popular websites like search engines or social networks, but they alone cannot provide enough entropy to recognize a single user. It is evident that the same list will not work for a different website type, e.g. an Italian
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fashion company website. This fact, along with a questionable testability in our environment, and a fast evolution of the history leaking methods, was the reason to omit, after agreement with the supervisor, the history fingerprinting method from the showcase.

4.3.1 Passive Fingerprinting (HTTP Request Headers)

Passive fingerprinting needs to be implemented on the server side only. It easily stores selected request headers into a JSON object. The implementation uses the following headers: \texttt{Accept}, \texttt{Accept-Charset}, \texttt{Accept-Encoding}, \texttt{Accept-Language}, \texttt{User-Agent}, and \texttt{DNT}. An HTTP request with a \texttt{userId} parameter is performed from JavaScript in the Remember phase, causing the server to store the mentioned HTTP header values and assign them to the identity received in the \texttt{userId} parameter. An empty HTTP request is made on the Recognize phase to inform the server about the standard header values sent by the web browser. The retrieved values are then searched for in a database using the similarity testing mechanism described above. If a user is found in the database, her nickname is returned in the response. If not, a warning about no matching fingerprint is returned instead.

4.3.1.1 Passive Fingerprinting Testing

Passive fingerprinting is performed on the server side only, hence it is supported by all browsers. Testing proved that all tested browsers send in the anonymous mode exactly the same tested header values as in the normal mode. The passive fingerprinting can be then used to identify the user even when she uses the anonymous mode. It should be noted that passive fingerprinting of HTTP headers probably cannot provide more than 10 bits of entropy \cite{31}, thus the method alone cannot be used to identify the user. However, it can be useful in combination with other fingerprinting methods.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Browser</th>
<th>Works in normal mode</th>
<th>Can circumvent anonymous mode</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chrome</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firefox</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSIE</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3.2 JavaScript Attributes Fingerprinting

JavaScript provides many attributes useful for tracking the user. The following attributes were selected for the showcase: \texttt{navigator} object properties (\texttt{plugins}, \texttt{userAgent}, \texttt{language}, \texttt{appCodeName}, \texttt{appName}, \texttt{appVersion},
and product properties), resolution (retrieved from the screen object), and timezone (retrieved from the date object). In the Remember phase these attributes are composed in JavaScript to an object, serialized into a JSON string, and sent as a GET parameter to the server. On the server side the parameter is deserialized back to an object, its format is verified, and the object is stored in the database.

The fingerprinted attributes are composed in JavaScript to an object again in the Recognize phase. The object is then sent to the server in the same way as in the Remember phase. The server uses the previously described fingerprint similarity mechanism to find the best matching user identity.

4.3.2.1 JavaScript Attributes Fingerprinting Testing

Fingerprinted JavaScript attributes were selected either from the standardized ones, or from the widely supported ones. Therefore the method works well in all tested browsers. Testing has proven that all tested browsers do not change any of the selected attributes when the anonymous mode is enabled. A fingerprint retrieved in the normal mode exactly matches a fingerprint retrieved in the anonymous mode in all three tested browsers. If JavaScript attributes fingerprinting is combined with the passive fingerprinting, it can likely be used to circumvent the anonymous mode.

Table 4.9: JavaScript attributes fingerprinting testing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Browser</th>
<th>Works in normal mode</th>
<th>Can circumvent anonymous mode</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chrome</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firefox</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSIE</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From the data we have available it was not possible to correctly estimate an entropy of the method. The fingerprint contains the plugins property, which provides at least 15.4 bits of entropy according to the Panopticlick project. However, the browser cut plugins listed in the property in the last years [97], reducing the entropy. It is not possible to guess how much the entropy decreased without detailed statistics. It can only be stated that JavaScript attributes fingerprinting method provides at least 10 bits of entropy, since it contains the userAgent property.

4.3.3 Font Fingerprinting

There were four font fingerprinting methods described in the analysis. Three of them provide an exact result while the fourth one uses a single font presence check, requiring a prepared font list. A font reading using Adobe Flash was chosen for the showcase, because it provides exact results and the showcase
already required the Adobe Flash plugin’s presence to store a LSO super-cookie. The Adobe Flash technology is also more used on websites than Java and Silverlight are [146].

The ActionScript programming language contains the Font class providing the enumerateFonts method [109] to return available fonts. List. 4.5 shows the fl_getFonts function, retrieving all fonts, excluding Flash embedded fonts and various styles of the same font. Fonts are sorted in the fl_getFonts function, eliminating deviation of cases when the same device returns fonts in the different order than in the last fingerprinting. It can be expected that the operation system settings influence the sorting order, increasing a fingerprint’s entropy.

```javascript
function fl_getFonts(): String {
    var allFonts: Array = Font.enumerateFonts(true);
    allFonts.sortOn("fontName", Array.CASEINSENSITIVE);
    var fonts: Array = new Array();
    for (var i: Number = 0; i < allFonts.length; i++) {
        var font: Font = allFonts[i];
        if (font.fontType != FontType.EMBEDDED && font.fontStyle == FontStyle.ITALIC)
            fonts.push(font.fontName);
    }
    return JSON.stringify(fonts);
}
```

Listing 4.5: Retrieving system fonts using the ActionScript

The fl_getFonts function is called in both phases to retrieve system fonts as a JSON string. In the Mark phase the JSON string is used as an argument for a JavaScript function which sends the JSON string along with the current user identifier to the server, where retrieved fonts are stored in the database. A Recognize button’s click handler calls the fl_getFonts function again and pass its result to another JavaScript function, which sends the retrieved font fingerprint to the server, where it is searched for in the database and the search result is returned. The result is then shown as a dialog in the browser.

### 4.3.3.1 Font Fingerprinting Testing

In the analysis was stated that font enumeration can be disabled in the Adobe Flash plugin configuration, although it is enabled by default. Testing proved that all three tested browsers disable font enumeration in their anonymous mode. Therefore, font fingerprinting using Adobe Flash cannot be used to circumvent the anonymous mode in any of the tested browsers.

While the font fingerprinting depends on system fonts, it could be useful for a cross-browser tracking. The testing revealed that a retrieved font list looks the same in browsers using an NPAPI plugin, while the embedded plugin in Chrome provides a different font list. In a tested configuration, the
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Table 4.10: Flash font fingerprinting testing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Browser</th>
<th>Works in normal mode</th>
<th>Can circumvent anonymous mode</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chrome</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firefox</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSIE</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Font.enumerateFonts method returns a list of 294 fonts in Chrome, whereas the same method in Firefox and Internet Explorer browsers returns a list of 304 fonts. All retrieved fonts have the same properties - fontStyle=regular and fontType=device. Hence a fingerprint retrieved in Chrome cannot be assigned to a fingerprint retrieved in Firefox or Internet Explorer. The method’s behavior is similar to the LSO supercookie.

Table 4.11: Flash font fingerprinting cross-browser testing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LSO</th>
<th>Obtainable from Chrome</th>
<th>Obtainable from Firefox</th>
<th>Obtainable from MSIE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stored in Chrome</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stored in Firefox</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stored in MSIE</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3.4 Canvas Fingerprinting

Abusing the HTML5 canvas feature for fingerprinting is different from other mentioned fingerprinting methods. While other methods extract particular pieces of information, combine them together, and use them as a fingerprint, a canvas fingerprinting result is a Base64 string depending on the user’s environment properties. For that reason, only the exact match will be tested in case of canvas fingerprinting, not a similarity measure like in case of other tested fingerprinting methods.

A JavaScript canvasFingerprint function was used to create a canvas and fill it with different object types. The canvas object with size of 200 × 50 pixels was used for testing the method. It is created in document, but not placed anywhere in the DOM model, thus the user cannot see it. If the canvas were rendered to a page, it would look like at Fig. 4.1. A testing graphic contains
fonts of a different type, size, and color, special symbols, circles, gradient, and opaque elements.

![Figure 4.1: Canvas fingerprinting testing graphic](image)

The Remember phase consists of calling the `canvasFingerprint` function again and sending its result (a Base64 string) along with a user identifier to the server, where it is stored in the database. On the Recognize phase the `canvasFingerprint` function is called again, its result is sent to the server, and there it is searched for in the database. If an exact match is found, the user is recognized, otherwise not. The browser shows a dialog either with a recognized user’s nickname or with a message telling the user could not be recognized.

### 4.3.4.1 Canvas Fingerprinting Testing

A result of canvas fingerprinting depends on the user’s operation system, browser, GPU, and the GPU driver. Testing was performed on the Windows 7 operation system, running on Lenovo Z580 with following graphics adapters:

1. Intel HD Graphics 4000 (driver 10.18.10.3958)
2. NVidia GeForce GT 635M (driver 9.18.13.4520)

The first graphics adapter was selected by the operation system to use in the web browser by default. Tab. 4.12 shows that the method works well in all tested browsers and the retrieved fingerprint remains the same when running browser in the anonymous mode.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Browser</th>
<th>Works in normal mode</th>
<th>Can circumvent anonymous mode</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chrome</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firefox</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSIE</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Testing revealed as well, that each of tested browsers provided a different fingerprint using the same GPU, its driver, and the operation system.
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While the system runs the browser on the integrated graphic by default, it can be forced to run it on the dedicated one (NVidia). Testing revealed that when the browser runs on a different graphic, the fingerprint is different. Hence the testing configuration provided five different canvas fingerprints – two for each tested browser except Chrome, which could not run using NVidia graphic in tested configuration.

The canvas element provides the `getImageData` method, returning pixel data. The method can be used to count the difference in between collected fingerprints. Tab. 4.13 shows a different pixel count between the described test cases. Pixels are represented by their RGBA values. If any of these four parts (RGBA) differs, a pixel is considered as different. Although it is specific case results only, it looks like differences between browsers are greater than differences between graphic adapters and that Chrome browser’s canvas rendering differs much from rendering in Firefox and Internet Explorer.

Table 4.13: Canvas fingerprinting pixel difference

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Chrome Intel</th>
<th>Firefox Intel</th>
<th>MSIE Intel</th>
<th>Firefox NVidia</th>
<th>MSIE NVidia</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chrome Intel</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7038</td>
<td>6906</td>
<td>7040</td>
<td>6908</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firefox Intel</td>
<td>7038</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3734</td>
<td>616</td>
<td>3707</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSIE Intel</td>
<td>6906</td>
<td>3734</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3694</td>
<td>691</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Firefox NVidia</td>
<td>7040</td>
<td>616</td>
<td>3694</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3640</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSIE NVidia</td>
<td>6908</td>
<td>3707</td>
<td>691</td>
<td>3640</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.4 Summary

The showcase consists of ten methods – cookies, five supercookie methods, and four fingerprinting methods. All implemented methods worked in all three most common used browsers. However, it can be expected that some of these methods might fail in older browser versions, they require recent technologies not available in older browsers. This does not pose a problem, as all browser vendors seed their users with updates frequently.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Website User Tracking Showcase</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tracking Methods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cookie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supercookies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cached resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTTP ETag</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTTP Strict Transport Security</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adobe Local Shared Objects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JavaScript Browser Storage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fingerprinting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passive Fingerprinting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JavaScript Attributes fingerprinting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Font Fingerprinting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canvas Fingerprinting</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4.2: Screenshot of the implemented showcase

The analysis stated that there are many user tracking methods available, which were proven by their implementation in the showcase and by testing on the three most used browsers. Some methods were even able to circumvent the anonymous mode or identify the user even when she switched her web browser. Tab. 4.14 shows the possibilities of tested methods in three most used web browsers.

Fingerprinting methods require detailed statistics to prove their usability. The testing results in the thesis cannot prove their usability because they were performed on one device only, but another research results proved the implemented methods power in the past. On the other hand, testing results have proven possibilities of supercookies and it can be expected that they would work similarly on most users’ devices.
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Table 4.14: Summary of testing results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Works in normal mode</th>
<th>Can circumvent anonymous mode</th>
<th>Works across browsers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cookie</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cached content</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>supercookie</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ETag</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>supercookie</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSTS</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>Chrome</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>supercookie</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adobe LSO</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>supercookie</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LocalStorage</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>supercookie</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passive fingerprinting</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JS attributes</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fingerprinting</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flash fonts</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fingerprinting</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canvas</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fingerprinting</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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The goal of the thesis was to map methods capable of tracking website users and recognizing them on their next visits. These methods were studied and divided into three categories – cookies, supercookies, and fingerprinting. Then they were described in detail, implemented in a showcase and tested on the three most used browsers.

In the chapter 2 the history of user tracking on the Internet from the first attempts using the HTTP cookie up to modern methods abusing the modern HTTP security features like HSTS or HPKP was described. It was also stated that from the beginning of the World Wide Web the initiatives to protect against these methods achieved poor results.

In the chapter 3 there was an analysis of the tracking methods, based on the existing research. It was stated that there are plenty of places in the browser, where an identifier (supercookie) can be stored. Modern browser functions also provide much information about the user’s environment allowing website to remember specific environment’s details and use them to recognize the same user in the future. It was also stated that some of the described methods, like the HSTS supercookie use modern browser features and a question of browser behavior to that features is not answered in the browser documentation.

Described tracking methods were implemented in a showcase and implementation details were described in the chapter 4. In addition, the implemented methods were tested in the current version of three most used web browsers. The testing result was recorded for each method alone as well as compared together.

The thesis presented that there is an alarming amount of working user tracking methods, putting the user’s privacy on the Internet in serious danger. Some of them, like the ETag supercookie, are more than 15 years old (and still working), some were invented in the last years, for instance the HSTS supercookie. The situation around the user tracking is evolving fast because there are many players in this game. On one hand, there are the website owners, advertisement companies, e-shops, analytics service providers, and social
networks. On the other hand there are browser vendors, privacy activists, and users alone. Lawmakers can influence the situation as well.

This thesis should be a warning informing about a serious threat to the user’s privacy on the Internet. It presents how common well-intentioned web technologies can be abused to attack the user’s privacy. The implementation and testing part shows that in most cases only a few lines of code is required to deploy a user tracking mechanism. Testing proved that most users can be tracked using the described methods, in some cases even if they use the anonymous mode or go from one web browser to another. The results confirm that tracking is a serious problem we should care about.
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Acronyms

**AJAX** Asynchronous JavaScript and XML
**API** Application Programming Interface
**AS** ActionScript
**CA** Certificate Authority
**CORS** Cross-Origin Resource Sharing
**CPU** Central Processing Unit
**CSS** Cascading Style Sheets
**CSV** Comma Separated Values
**EC** European Commission
**EFF** Electronic Frontier Foundation
**ETag** Entity Tag
**ECMA** European Computer Manufacturers Association
**DNS** Domain Name System
**DNT** Do Not Track
**DOM** Document Object Model
**GPS** Global Positioning System
**GPU** Graphics Processing Unit
**HTML** Hypertext Markup Language
**HTTP** Hypertext Transfer Protocol
A. Acronyms

**HTTPS** HTTP with SSL/TLS
**HPKP** HTTP Public Key Pinning
**HSTS** HTTP Strict Transport Security
**IoT** Internet of Things
**IP** Internet Protocol
**JS** JavaScript
**JSON** JavaScript Object Notation
**JSONP** JSON with Padding
**LSO** Local Shared Object
**MIME** Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions
**MITM** Man-in-the-middle
**MSDN** Microsoft Developer Network
**MSIE** Microsoft Internet Explorer
**NPAPI** Netscape Plugin Application Programming Interface
**P3P** Platform for Privacy Preferences Project
**PKI** Public Key Infrastructure
**RFC** Request for Comments
**RGB** Red, Green, Blue
**RGBA** Red, Green, Blue, Alpha
**SPKI** Subject Public Key Info
**SQL** Structured Query Language
**SSL** Secure Sockets Layer
**SWF** Small Web Format
**TCP** Transmission Control Protocol
**TLS** Transport Layer Security
**URL** Uniform Resource Locator
**W3C** World Wide Web Consortium
**WebGL** Web Graphics Library

**WWW** World Wide Web

**XSS** Cross-site Scripting
Showcase Manual

Prerequisites:

- JDK 8 (tested on 1.8.0_66)
- Maven (tested on 3.3.3)

No special environment setup is required to test the methods not dependent on HTTPS. The showcase can be run from a local copy of src/showcase folder using a single Maven command:

```
mvn wildfly:run
```

Maven will download all dependencies, build the project, download the Wildfly server environment, start the server, and deploys the showcase on it. Then the running application can be accessed on the following address:

```
http://localhost/showcase
```

In order to test the HSTS supercookie method, working HTTPS communication is required. The following steps must be done:

1. Update the hosts file (placed in the doc folder on the CD)
2. Import the root certification authority into the browser/operation system. The root certification authority public key is placed in the showcase folder on the CD as well.

When the hosts file is updated, the running application can be accessed on the following address:

```
http://tracking.test/showcase/
```

It is better to use the domain address than the localhost one, because of cross-site issues when calling the subdomain URLs in the HSTS supercookie method.

Detailed step by step manual for running the showcase on the clean installation of Windows 7 can be found in the doc folder on the CD.
Appendix C

Contents of Enclosed CD

- **doc** — documentation folder
  - **hosts** — hosts file for running more subdomains locally (HSTS)
  - **manualWindows7.pdf** — step by step tutorial for running the showcase on a clean installation of Windows 7
  - **rootCA.pem** — public key of the certification authority used in the showcase

- **src** — source code folder
  - **flash** — source code of the Flash parts of showcase
  - **showcase** — source code of the showcase (Java)
  - **thesis** — source code of the thesis